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Inasmuch as the Appellant's Abstract of the Transcript 
did not contain all of the testimony material to this appeal, 
and inasmuch as the Appellant's Abstract included only testimony 
favorable to its position and excluded all other material 
testimony, and inasmuch as the Appellant's Abstract in certain 
instances misrepresented the testimony, it has become necessary 
for the Respondent to submit the following Abstract of the 
Transcript. This Abstract is submitted pursuant to Rule 75(e) 
of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
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OFFICER JOHN MOOY 
[R. 255-266] 
Officer Mooy, a Salt Lake City Police Officer, was the 
first officer to arrive at the scene of the shooting. [R. 256] 
He testified there were approximately two hundred fifty (250) 
to three hundred (300) people either outside, directly in 
front of the business or still inside. [R. 256] He later 
testified he did not know how many people were there. 
[R. 263-264] If there had been two hundred (200) people pre-
sent, that would not have surprised him. [R. 264] Officer Mooy 
identified Exhibits 2-P to 11-P as photographs taken by the 
Salt Lake City Police Department at the scene of the accident. 
[R. 260-261] He further identified where the body of David 
Gray was lying when he arrived. [R. 259] 
Appellant's Abstract stated only that the Officer estimated 
two hundred fifty (250) to three hundred (300) people to be 
present. It did not mention that the Officer later testified 
that he did not know how many people were present. 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
OFFICER KENNETH FARNSWORTH 
[R. 266-274] 
Officer Farnsworth, a Salt Lake City Police Officer, 
arrived at the scene approximately two (2) to three (3) 
minutes after Officer Mooy. [R. 267] He entered the lodge 
from the rear door. [R. 267] He estimated fifty (50) to eighty 
(80) people inside the lodge at that time. [R. 273] He does 
not know how many people were out in front of the lodge 
since he did not go out there. [R. 273] He inspected the 
body of David Gray and found no signs of life. [R. 269] He 
found one (1) or two (2) .38 caliber slugs beneath Gray's 
body. [R. 269] He identified photograph Exhibits 2-P to 
11-P as being taken at approximately 3:00 a.m. to 3:30 a.m. 
[R. 268] He identified overturned tables on Exhibit 1-P. 
Appellant's abstract failed to include this Officer's 
testimony as to the number of people inside the lodge. 
?-
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JUANITA ROBISON 
[R. 274-306] 
Mrs. Robison was called by the Plaintiff as a witness. 
She had known Galveston Sonny Scott since childhood. [R. 274] 
She had known Gray for six (6) months, Blood for three-four 
(3-4) months and Binky Coleman since childhood. [R. 275] She 
had been to the Elk's Lodge before on New Year's Eve and had 
been going there for several years. [R. 276] She stated that 
the lodge always had someone at the front door to check identi-
fication. [R.276] The members of the lodge have known her 
all of her life. [R. 278] She testified the Elk's Lodge was 
considered one of the better places to go. [R. 298] She arrived 
at the lodge at approximately 11:30 p.m. on New Year's Eve. 
[R. 276] She testified the lodge had a table at the front door 
where "you pay your cover charge. You get your hand stamped and 
all the other stuff." [R. 278] They stamped her hand so if she 
had to leave and come back during the night she could get in. 
[R. 278] The lodge has known her all of her life. [R. 278] The 
man at the door did ask her, however, if she were a guest of a 
member. [R. 278] She testified that, "It was a beautiful even-
ing, there had been no disturbances, whatsoever, until the shoot-
ing in question." [R. 280, 298] She had no reason to think, at 
anytime, that there was going to be a shooting. [R. 299] She 
was unaware of the problem that existed between Scott and Gray. 
[R. 299] She testified that late in the evening someone yelled, 
"There's a fight," at which time a member of the band announced 
that it had been a lovely evening and there had been no 
-3-
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Juanita Robison (continued) 
disturbances, whatsoever, that the people were there to enjoy 
themselves, and for them to please take their fight outside. 
[R 282] The band then went back to playing and everyone returned 
to dancing and doing what they were before. [R. 285] Later, 
she heard someone yell, "My God, he's got a gun." Then someone 
yelled, "Yes, I've got a so-and-so gun and I'm going to shoot 
the son-of-a-bitch." Then, she heard two shots. [R. 285] Then, 
she saw Scott run from the front of the building to a point 
right in front of her table. [R. 285] She also saw Scott's 
friend Binky Coleman, shooting towards the rear. [R. 287-288] 
At the time of the shooting, she testified that the bright lights 
were off and the dim lights on. [R. 281] She testified that when 
she said the "lights were off" she meant that the bright lights 
were off leaving the dim lights on. She testified that Scott 
first shot towards the rear. She also saw a flash from the pin-
ball machine area where Scott and Gray were but did not hear a 
any sound. [R. 304] After the shooting, she saw Scott's friend, 
Blood, go through his pockets and take something. [R. 304] How-
ever, she does not know if what was taken included a gun. [R. 304] 
She had seen Blood during the shooting underneath the pinball 
machine with a gun. She testified that breakfast had been served 
after midnight. [R. 2 98] She further testified that the kitchen 
door was locked at the time of the shooting. [R. 300-301] 
Appellant's abstract stated the lodge people did not ask her 
for any identification but merely stamped her hand. Appellant 
failed to mention that at the same time she testified that the Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
i Juan ib", a Rob is on (continued) 
lodge people had known her all of her lite, that she had be4.11 going 
to lodge functions for twenty (20) tc twenty-five (25) years. 
[ R . . * . .. - - ^ ...;.-. . * . - - . - -• • - * -
that she testified h.ui m e l;,oqo ^Iva**- -=;'": scitieont ti ,:kt\ 
id-. * . _ a * i 
Appellor - s Brief further la-.e^ i v ~-i"n i,~s *.*-
te-* ~ -v LiictL r " - *-'< -a:f- ,r--- parr ta u reen peaceful, *-*'--
out proDier? A r L M ^  ;: :^.. . : « - _* - _.. * , ; ^  , 
298 -^OOP^ b r* t * s An:rr rao~ ruv"cner f a— 1 <• - i *~c Tier c i c n tnat tni -
v^.. -- - -.-J.- : - * - " ~ :. - " " " t ; ^ ::;-o 
there o r going * i c- ~: * rc-^.-j. <. ^ *.c .-LStr^o ..:-.,-; 
fa," '- * artier. :nac the Feen:ve Locia*=- of £lks was oensi ieret 
one of the better places - ] 
Appellant's Abstract Oj.ai.Tis Robiscn testified the lights 
weu- off during the shooting bnwp-vv r(l it failed to mention that 
she later explained that she meant tne bright lights were off 
a- : i/ . :T*-t= c- ::ur:n-: tn. ?hcoti.:c. "A. 2SI,304< The Abstract 
:a.Lt- i^ ::~. t_^: t. ^ i 3-... : *<--~ t . . * s j-ckfit'i inb re-
moved scpef.ng fiii A : ^ : the snooting, arnn furthermore, that 
I v, : _ - . . • , . *- ..ant's ^ostract includes 
testimony w *•::.- .vs? s-t:.n,,1\c . / :.:.c. Jsort r - e "estitied as tn 
the accrcxiT.ate number of people ^ the creir^ses. This was objected 
tc :^ri, "*" "e * •,,:rr *nr " - ~ * * — 
Appellant's Asstrict .enis :ne * :* believe that following the 
< - - - * - - =:" * ' — aei mac a .lis announcement and 
then everything became quiet, and then Mr, Scott came t.) tne t^air 
-5-
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Juanita Robison (continued) 
leveled his hand on a table, and fired his first shots. However, 
the testimony of Robison was following the earlier argument and 
announcement the band started playing again, [R. 2 84] everyone 
went back to what they were doing and then she suddenly heard 
two (2) shots fired and then saw Scott run from the front of 
the building to the rear. [R. 285] She further testified that 
this later shooting happened three (3), four (4) or five (5) 
minutes,or what have you,after the first scuffle. [R. 295] 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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BRENDA BRADL-L 
[R. 306-130] 
Mrs. Bradley arrived at the New Year1^ Tve ?al. -: 
one ar r" ' e ^  '--*"-. f r : en^s. F 3 ?~ f - e -,ao < -1 v*n 
Gray ---. .^ d../ year? r.c ;:. r* .\.r 
5~^ "JISC — ^w 3L"CJW, C . - :::u rv ~ <r' .v Scott or 2ir„<; Coleman. 
- - --- - - time 
•'" twe snccMr.-:. :.i ne :.rit indication ^.e r.c: 3 was 
= --.- '*- or-— - -r sounds. i.I\. i *• :!r ve,Ter , she ~ic -,.; t 
detect ;:.t oOar.a: i.- ;;e aunshots ioa:=\ uci . - ;<.<. 
N —*; '.ear'- ^vr poppers aoirv; off ccca.- lonally. " . 2~~ -ine 
h. : - - ^-- . . ni *" - ] She 
testified :^e Imnts v?r.r "• r: a..:; .o. [R,
 t4! ?ray said to her, 
": " e ^ - ' - : e m m m befmo," sn. he • ;sned -ier t :.ne 
f* j.": r . . - . - rr" : ~ _ . r - r er, .. - - • ' 
v^ » „ -w m ;nder the yinbail niaj:.::'^ . :<. --'] Then Gray rolled o
UL nei i.ia -.he s.iw - k m h | . 1 ": ' Sn^ ,umtm:!ed taa1™ =?he vas 
Gray's girl friend, [R. 32^1 She testified chat the New Year's 
PVQ , ^rt
f
 \md 1 een peaceful, witnout fights or problems, anu 
that she naa had HJ ina; mi" her s*ire+/ ijr li^  imJiCcA ,-)i ;£ 
trouble until someane yelled, "My God, he's get a gun," i T~< . 324] 
The poppini s^unis S •- v * ^ :- ^m V^^r's Lve 
poppers. [R. 32 5] She saw -.LJC A,_. -. :m ^ui _mo :x - see 
Gray with a gun. fR. 325' Pefore the 3no"^.ros m e had rot 
seen any guns that nigm. .-. :.:-*.- rh •• ~. .*. m. • . through 
Gray's pockets after tht shoot m a ~:m reticm something. She 
d o e s iirJ t \\ J ,• v) * - ;'-:>. ". ^ "*-
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Brenda Bradley (continued) 
Appellant's Abstract failed to mention this girl's testi-
mony that this New Year's Eve party had been peaceful, without 
fights or problems of any kind. [R. 324] She did not fear for 
her safety. [R. 324] The first indication of any trouble was the 
popping sounds and the words, "My God, he's got a gun." 
The Appellant's Abstract further failed to mention that she 
had not seen any guns whatsoever during the party until this 
incident. [R.325] 
Appellant's Abstract further failed to mention that she 
saw Blood go through Gray's pockets and remove something. How-
ever, she did not know if he removed a gun. [R. 326] 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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SHELLY 0. SMITH 
[R. 331-372] 
She! ] y Sin ith was the band l-acf r :'~r * -e New ^'ear s "Z-e 
Ball. [R. 332] He testified that he had recei vec 
t :: turn on the large bright lights if problems a::?- , 3 ^'~ 
When these 1 i ghts v\ ere • :)uf, :i i m red 1 :ii :ji it .s /ere *. *• --,-ciere, 
[R. 336] He did not know =3ray we:: a: .i di._; - i ^et 'ii\ enter 
the ] odge He had known Scotc, uowever, ,:cr vear?. \ - . :.-7\ 
Sometime after midnight, he observed two :.r^= :i^ r.r:n.1 . 
the dance fl oor. He testified tnat ~ .e i.\ot:r.q between Scott 
and Gray :ccur i ed teii U .. ^ ~ -: " ~ :\ r'- * " *::".: shed 
their argument- [R. 3 3 8-33 9, 3 5 9] Before the shooting, the 
St: an d w a s i • ] a y i n g a nd p e op 1 e we re dancing, [ R • 3 6 0 - 3 61 ] T h e 
first shots he heard were from, the rear to the front. [R 3 57] 
He got beh:no z'-— organ after the first two shots. [R. 34 0] He 
heard five i "n i ' \ :' ,. ihi nu IP shciU: ."Lei r.iie firs'" • ye ? \ , 
I P. 341] He saw Blood shooting from the rear. Before any of 
Then ..c r.ca.: ;,;.<t -A .-.C:.- :^:« ne got onto - r.e ~~ ~r. 
~, ;-' ""*•=- c::- 1 : ~h ^  were ir. c ;^  •=• evild st-1* se- Bli^d all 
c * ~ x ~ saw 
' ~ a^ns a: ~;:e E..< - lo :;-; before ~ne sr.ee :mc : . >.^.v 'eaA .? 
~~ -R. 3d- FoiiowL'^ the shoot::no nc iaw appro:<-.ma te>7 
^: c;r;r /Q>X> v:eooie at tr^ fro — ceo: *_"n aims. 
^:me did ^ se- r^. • EJ. <'.% members witn ^ : s , ,£, 36o Before 
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Shelly 0. Smith (continued) 
problems. [R. 354] Before the shooting, the band was playing, 
and people were dancing. [R. 360-361] He testified he had 
known Scott most of his life and never knew him to be a violent 
person. [R. 354] He testified that two days previously, his 
band was at the Elk's Lodge for its Saturday night dance. [R. 365] 
He did not know personally of any shooting which occurred out 
on the street or in the alley near the Elk's Lodge. [R. 364] 
He personally did not hear any shots. However, when he went 
out front at the end of the night there were policmen. He was 
told there had been a shooting. [R. 364] He testified he did 
not know if the shooting on Saturday night was between Scott 
or Gray. [R. 367] He testified that earlier the front desk man 
told him to stop the dance. [R. 364] He testified that it was 
close to closing time, anyway. [R. 365] Smith stated that he 
was told by someone else there had been shooting outside but 
that no one from the lodge had told him that. [R. 36 8] The front 
desk man did not tell him that there had been a shooting on 
Saturday night. [R. 369] He testified that the front man on 
the desk told him they were closing down a little early because 
they were starting a ruckus. [R. 36 9] This man did not tell 
him there had been shooting going on outside. [R. 369] 
Appellant's /Abstract states that after the shooting Smith 
saw "Quite a few of the patrons had guns." Actually, he testi-
fied he saw about eight (8) guns. However, they were not 
identified as being on "patrons." [R. 350] 
-in. 
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Shelly 0. Smith (continued) 
Appellant's Abstract states Smith testified the Elkfs Club 
closed the Saturday night dance because of the shooting. How-
ever, Smith testified that the front desk man had told him they 
were closing a little early because of a ruckus but that neither 
the front desk man nor anyone connected with the lodge had told 
him anything about a shooting. [R. 368] 
Appellant's Abstract states "one of the officers of the 
lodge" told him to stop the band because of the ruckus outside. 
Actually, the front door man, not an officer, told him they 
were closing a little early. [R. 369] Appellant's Abstract 
failed to mention that Smith testified that until the shooting 
in question, the party was peaceful without problems. [R. 354] 
And, that when the lights were dim he could still see the entire 
length of the lodge. [R. 355] The first shooting was from the 
rear where Gray was towards the front. [R. 357] And that before 
the shooting the band was playing, and people were dancing, [R. 360] 
and that Smith did not know Scott and Gray were involved in the 
shooting near the Elk's Lodge on the previous Saturday night, 
[R. 363] and that he, personally, did not hear the shooting in 
front of the Elk's Lodge but only heard about it at a later time, 
[R. 364] and that the front desk man told him to close a little 
early and it was close to closing time anyway, [R. 364-365] and 
that no one connected with the lodge ever told him about the 
Saturday night shooting [R. 368], and that he did not, at anytime, 
see any guns on New Year's Eve prior to the actual shooting 
[R. 366], nor did he see any Elks' members with guns at anytime 
-11-Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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Shelly 0. Smith (continued) 
on New Year's Eve, [R. 366] 
1 O 
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JANET DAVIS 
[R. 372-382] 
Mrs* Davis arrived at the New Year's Eve party at about 
11:30 p.m. She was the guest of another person. [R. 375] When 
she entered the lodge there were two men at a desk at the front 
door. [R. 379] Her hand was stamped which allowed her to go 
in and out. [R. 37 9] She testified she had to show her hand 
each time to get back in. [R. 379] She testified that there was 
a check system at the front door. [R. 379-380] She knew Gray 
personally. She had met Gray in Denver, Colorado. [R. 372] 
She testified that the party was peaceful without any problems 
until the shooting. [R. 378-380] Suddenly, she heard someone 
yell, "He's got a gun," and then she heard the shooting. [R. 
379-380] With this, she ran outside. [R. 380] She did not hear 
other shots as she ran out. [R. 380-381] 
Appellant's Abstract states the testimony of this witness 
which was stricken by the Court. The Abstract states Mrs. 
Davis testified she had not seen any security people in police 
uniforms on the premises to keep order. The form of the question 
was objected to and the objection was sustained and the answer 
was ordered stricken by the Court. [R. 381] Appellant fails 
to bring this to the attention of the Court. 
Appellant's Abstract failed to mention that when Mrs. Davis 
entered the lodge there were two men at the desk checking the 
people, stamping hands, and that she had to show her hand each 
-i **-
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Janet Davis (continued) 
time to get back in. [R. 379-380] 
Appellant's Abstract failed to mention that this witness 
testified that everything was peaceful and that the party was 
problem free until she heard someone yell, "My God, He's got a 
gun," and then she heard the shots. [R. 379-380] 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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EXIE GRAY 
[R. 382-404] 
Exie Gray was acting manager of the lodge. [R. 383] However, 
he was not in charge of the New Year's Eve Ball. Rather, a 
committee was in charge. [R. 38 3] He was on the premises of 
the lodge, however, at the time of the shooting and was in charge 
of taking care of the lodge building. [R. 384] He did not see 
who was shooting on New Year's Eve, but heard the shots. [R. 384] 
This occurred at the end of the party at closing time. [R. 365] 
He testified the New Year's Eve party had been peaceful without 
any fights until the shooting. [R. 398] He testified that the 
front door was manned and that the Antler Guard had the responsi-
bility to see that peace was kept among the lodge members. 
[R. 388-389] He testified that Anderson Pearson was the Antler 
Guard. [R. 389] Nathaniel Johnson was in charge of the commit-
tee and in charge of the party. He was there the whole time. 
[R. 390] He testified he knew what to do in case of an argument 
but certainly not a gunfight. [R. 390] Most of the people 
present at the New Year's Eve Ball were members of the lodge. 
[R. 388] He testified there were no problems, fighting, scuffling, 
or otherwise, at the New Year's Eve Ball prior to the shooting 
in question. [R. 395] When the shooting started the bright 
lights went on and then went back off• He went towards the 
front and the lights went back on. He immediately went out to 
call the police. [R. 393] Mr. Exie Gray was also present and 
acting manager on the previous Saturday night. [R. 393-394] 
-1 q-
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Exie Gray (continued) 
There had been a scuffle between some people during the evening. 
[R. 396] He stopped the fight and asked them to leave. [R. 397] 
They did leave. About twenty (20) to thirty (30) minutes later 
some unknown person came into the lodge and told him there had 
been shooting out on the street, [R. 397] He did not know the 
persons involved in the fight and he did not obtain their names, 
[R. 402] He was informed that there had been some shooting 
outside on the street or in the alley. [R. 397, 399] He could 
not recall who informed him of the shooting. He did not know 
who was involved in that shooting. [R. 397, 399] He did not 
go out into the alley to investigate. [R. 400] He had never 
heard of any other similar incident. [R. 400] He did not report 
this shooting to the officers of the lodge. [R. 400] He 
informed the leader of the lodge, James Dooley, that there had 
been a little fighting but did not tell him who was involved. 
[R. 400] He did not hear anyone on Saturday night talk about 
guns or obtaining guns. [R. 401] He testified that the alley 
next to the Elks Lodge serves several businesses on the north 
side of South Temple including the Utah Bar on the west, the Utah 
State Liquor Store on the east and a cafe on the east. [R. 403] 
He further testified that he did not know Scott or Gray. 
[R. 396] 
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Exie Gray (continued) 
Appellant's Abstract failed to mention that the manager 
testified that prior to the shooting on New Year's Eve, the 
party had been very peaceful [R. 398], and that most of the 
people present were members of the lodge [R. 388], and that 
the shooting occurred at closing time [R. 36 3], and that the 
New Year's Eve Ball was under the direction of the New Year's 
Eve Committee and Nathaniel Johnson. [R. 383] 
Furthermore, Appellant's Abstract failed to mention that 
on the prior Saturday night he did not know the identity of 
Scott or Gray or the other persons involved in the fight inside 
the lodge [R. 402], or that he did not take their names [R.402], 
or that he did not see or hear the talk of guns at anytime on 
Saturday night [R. 401], or that he did not hear any gunshots 
outside twenty (20) to thirty (30) minutes later [R. 397, 399], 
or that he learned of this fight twenty (2 0) to thirty (30) 
minutes later by some other person that came into the lodge 
and told him about it. [R. 399] 
Appellant's Abstract also failed to mention that Exie 
Gray did not know who was involved in the shooting incident 
out in the street or in the alley. [R. 397] It also failed to 
mention that he never heard of any other shooting incident in 
the history of the lodge. [R. 400] 
Appellant's Abstract leads one to believe that Exie Gray 
did know Scott and Gray. However, his testimony was otherwise. 
[R. 402] 
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ANDERSON PEARSON 
[R. 404-442] 
Pearson was the Antler Guard at the New Year's Eve Ball. 
He testified the Antler Guard is a ceremonial position with 
the job of keeping members in order. [R. 429] He testified 
he had never had any severe problems like a shooting or knifing 
at any functions at the lodge. [R. 42 9] He had experienced 
just occasional arguments. [R. 429] He testified that he felt 
capable of handling the problems he had ever experienced in 
the past. [R. 4 30] He stated he was always able to handle any 
of the problems that existed before. [R. 430] He further testi-
fied that he was to keep order during the New Year's Eve Ball 
but he wasn't a security guard. [R. 4 30, 4 08] He felt his 
duty was merely to keep down arguments, that he had no responsi-
bility if gun play were to occur. He stated there was nothing 
he could have done if there were guns or shooting. [R. 4 08] 
However, he stated that he had never experienced guns or shoot-
ing in the lodge on any other previous occasion. [R. 408] He 
testified then that all of his years connected with the lodge 
he had never seen a problem requiring a security guard. [R. 4 31] 
He stated that he was not a security guard. [R. 430] He person-
ally had never seen a fight on the premises since his member-
ship in the lodge since 1959. [R. 439] However, he had heard 
that there had been some fights. He testified that he was sup-
posed to receive more training at the request of James Dooley 
who felt that he was unable to handle security. [R. 411] He 
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Anderson Pearson (continued) 
never did receive the training. At the end of the party, after 
it had broken up, he went downstairs to eat. [R. 413] He heard 
noise and went back upstairs at which time he saw Scott with 
the gun in his hand, weaving about and then he heard return fire 
from the opposite direction. [R. 420] He was in the direct 
line of fire. [R. 420] He went back downstairs. [R. 420] He 
testified that it all happened so fast there wasn't anything he 
could do about it. [R. 441] He testified that while Scottfs 
gun was at his side the shooting occurred quickly. [R. 441] He 
personally did not know Binky Coleman or Gray but he did know 
Blood. [R. 421] He was not at the Elk's Lodge on the previous 
Saturday night. [R. 423-424] Exie Gray had told him there had 
been a little fight on Saturday night but did not tell him 
about any shooting. [R. 424] Pearson testified that he had 
been an active member of the lodge since 195 9 and gone to most 
official functions and that in all of those years he had never 
experienced or seen a shooting or knifing or serious fight. 
[R. 427-428] During the New Year's Eve Ball celebration he 
had not seen anyone with a gun at anytime nor had he seen anyone 
dangerous or anyone causing trouble. [R. 4 31] He further testi-
fied that all members present, including Nathaniel Johnson and 
James Dooley, had the responsibility of helping to keep order. 
[R. 431-433] Pearson testified that he did not know who was 
firing the gun from the opposite direction but only that he was in 
the line of fire. [R. 4 35] He did not tackle Scott because he 
did not want to get shot himself. [R. 436] Pearson testified that 
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Anderson Pearson (continued) 
the shooting was done so quickly he did not have time to say 
anything before Scott fired, [R. 437] He further testified that 
the Elk's Lodge has rules against guns being brought into the 
premises and if he had seen a man with a gun he would have put 
him out. [R. 438] 
Appellant's Abstract failed to mention that Pearson testi-
fied that the New Year's Eve Ball had been peaceful without any 
problems until the time of this shooting. [R. 4 30] Nor had he 
seen any guns, dangerous people or anyone causing trouble dur-
ing New Year's Eve [R. 431], and that the shooting occurred so 
fast he didn't have time to say anything [R. 437, 431], and that 
he had never experienced a shooting or knifing or serious fight 
in all his history with the lodge [R. 428], and that his job 
as Antler Guard was not one of security guard but merely a 
ceremonial position to keep order among the members [R. 429], 
and that he felt capable of handling any problems he had ever 
experienced before and had always been able to handle problems 
that had come up before. [R. 429-430] 
Furthermore, Appellant's Abstract states that Anderson 
Pearson was supposed to "police the area." In fact, Pearson 
testified that as Antler Guard he was just to break up arguments 
among club members, but this did not include dealing with guns 
or shooting. [R. 408] 
Appellant's Brief stated Pearson was the only one to keep 
order during the New Year's Eve celebration. However, the 
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Anderson Pearson (continued) 
Appellant's Abstract failed to state that Pearson testified that 
all of the members of the lodge, and Jim Dooley, and Nathaniel 
Johnson, and Exie Gray had the responsibility to see that order 
was kept among the members of the lodge. [R. 433] 
Appellant's Abstract claims that Pearson stated that the 
special training he was to receive was to be a better security 
guard at the New Year's Eve celebration. However, this is not 
correct. Pearson testified that while he believed the training 
he was to receive was to be a security guard he further testified 
that this had nothing to do with being an Antler Guard. Further-
more, there was never any discussion as to his being a security 
guard at the New Year's- Eve celebration* [R. 432] 
-?i -
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JAMES T. DOOLEY 
[R. 442-448; 476-533; 865-889] 
James Dooley was the highest elected officer of the lodge 
and had been for two years. [R. 442] He arrived at the New 
Year's Eve Ball at approximately 12:30 a.m. He was in the 
storage room of the lodge when he heard a commotion. [R. 443] 
He immediately went out to the main lodge area. He saw Scott 
but did not immediately see his gun. [R. 44 5] He then saw 
Scott's gun and he went immediately to call the police. [R. 44 7] 
He heard two (2) gunshots but does not know who fired them. 
[R. 4 77] It was hard to distinguish between these gunshots 
and the New Year's Eve poppers that had been going off earlier. 
[R. 4 79] He testified that the New Year's Ball was not open 
to the public but only to members and their guests [R. 52 2] He 
stated that neither Gray, Scott, Blood or Coleman were members 
of the lodge. [R. 521] The party had been very peaceful with-
out problems until the shooting in question. [R. 522] He testi-
fied that the shooting had happened very fast and that he 
started for the phone because of the noise and seeing the gun 
in the same motion. [R. 527] He testified that only members 
of the lodge could make reservations for this New Year's Eve 
Ball. [R. 883] He recognized ninety-five (95) percent or 
better of all of the people in attendance on New Year's Eve. 
The few he didn't know were introduced to him. [R. 884] The 
New Year's Eve Committee was in charge of the New Year's Eve 
Ball under the direction of Nathaniel Johnson. [R. 884] He 
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James T. Dooley (continued) 
testified that they had never experienced any fights previously 
at any special functions. [R. 4 81] On some previous occasions 
trouble between members were solved by the members themselves. 
He testified that 99.9 percent of any problems between members 
was solved by the membership of the lodge. [R. 887] He stated 
that the only exception was a shooting three (3) months before 
when one card player shot another during a weekday. [R. 4 82] 
At that time he was upstairs and heard the shot and called the 
police. He personally banned forever from the lodge the two 
participants. [R. 4 86] He did not see the event leading up 
to that problem. [R. 482-486] As for the problem on Saturday 
night before New Year's between Gray and Scott, he had no 
knowledge of it. [R. 488] He stated that there had not been any 
discussion concerning security as such for New Year's Eve 
inasmuch as they had no reason for such. [R. 489, 500] He 
stated that all members of the lodge had responsibility of 
maintaining order but that they had never experienced a fracas 
or a fight at any special event and it had never represented 
a problem requiring the hiring of security police. [R. 503] 
He testified that the prior shooting was at a card game during 
the week and not a special event. [R. 5 03] He testified there 
were great differences between a regular weekday activity 
like a Saturday night dance or a card game and a special func-
tion such as the New Year's Eve Ball. [R. 4 93] He further 
testified they had a policy against firearms in the lodge. 
[R. 4 96-4 97] As for Anderson Pearson, he stated that Pearson 
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James T. Dooley (continued) 
had his own opinion as to what his responsibilities were around 
the lodge but that, in fact, every brother had responsibilities 
for maintaining order. [R. 503] He stated, however, they had 
never had any problems with any special functions. [R. 503] He 
testified he did not recall having a conversation with Anderson 
Pearson concerning security guard training, but does recall a 
possible discussion concerning karate lessons. [R. 885] He 
testified that a karate expert had given a demonstration at the 
lodge and many members had become interested in taking lessons 
for self-defense. Some members took that training. [R. 885] 
He further testified that Anderson Pearson lived upstairs, that 
he was an elderly gentleman living on Social Security, and that 
he maintained things around the lodge. [R. 585] Except for the 
one shooting three months before, he could not recall of any 
other shooting in the history of the lodge. [R. 886] He testi-
fied that the occasional arguments or fights every two (2) or 
three (3) months have never required special attention but have 
been solved by the lodge. He personally did not know about the 
Saturday night problem between Scott and Gray. [R. 88 9] He had 
known Scott for five (5) or six (6) years but had never seen 
him on the Elk's premises. He stated that on New Year Eve he 
knew of no reasons why Scott or Gray or Blood would have been 
kept out of the lodge if they had been properly authorized with 
reservations. [R. 507] He further testified that at the time 
of the shooting the band was playing the last number and the 
lodge getting ready to close. [R. 512] He stated the lodge has 
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James T. Dooley (continued) 
a license allowing members to bring liquor into the lodge and to 
store it. [R. 514] He defined "fracas" as a misunderstanding 
or an argument. He testified they had never had even a fracas 
or argument at an official Elk's function. [R. 524] He testified 
that on other occasions the lodge was open to allow the members 
to socialize. He stated there were two hundred (200) to two 
hundred and twenty (220) people present at the lodge on New Year's 
Eve. [R. 528] Mr. Dooley further testified as to the nature 
and functions of the Beehive Lodge of Elks. The lodge is in-
volved in a scholarship activity, Mother's Day program, Father's 
Day program, activities for the children such as the Christmas 
Party, Easter egg roll, an Awards Banquet, and the New Year's 
Eve Ball. He identified the constitution of the lodge and the 
brochure of the history of the lodge (Exhibits 26-D and 28-D) 
as well as the committee assignments (Exhibit 27-D) giving 
the history of the lodge. [R. 871-872] He testified that the 
New Year's Eve Ball required coat and tie and was a dress 
affair. [R. 880] 
Appellant's Abstract failed to mention that Dooley testi-
fied that the Elk's Lodge had never experienced any fights of 
any kind at any previous function of the lodge [R. 481], or that 
the occasional fracases referred to at other times were occa-
sional family-type arguments which were always solved by the 
lodge itself [R. 481, 887], or that since the lodge had never 
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James T. Dooley (continued) 
experienced any difficulties at any of its special functions 
it was not considered necessary to hire security guards. 
[R. 503, 489] 
Furthermore, Appellant's Abstract failed to mention that 
Dooley testified that special functions of the lodge differed 
from the ordinary open day of the lodge inasmuch as spcial 
functions were attended by members, wives and guests, with 
reservations, with a special program and committee set up, 
[R. 493] 
Appellant's Abstract further failed to include that 
testimony concerning the type of lodge itself, and its 
membership. Whether or not the lodge had a duty to cinticipate a 
shooting on New Year's Eve depended upon the type of lodge 
and membership and history of the lodge. All of this evidence 
was ignored. This testimony is covered in the record at 
R. 867 through R. 881. 
Appellant's Abstract failed to mention Dooley's testimony 
in regard to the fact that this New Year's Eve celebration was 
not open to the public but only to members and their guests 
and only members could make reservations. [R. 882-883] 
Appellant's Abstract failed to mention Dooley's testimony 
that he had no conversation with Anderson Pearson concerning 
security and that his only conversation possibly concerned karate 
lessons as many of the members were taking such lessons fol-
lowing a demonstration given at the lodge. [R. 885] 
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SYLVESTER JONES 
[R. 448-475] 
Sylvester Jones arrived arrived at the New Year's Eve 
celebration at approximately 12:30 a.m. [R. 449] He is a 
member of the lodge and also a member of Antler Guard. [R. 450, 
452] However, he was not acting as Antler Guard on New Year's 
Eve. [R. 452] He was sitting at a table until the shooting 
began. [R. 4 54] He heard some commotion and immediately saw 
and heard Scott fire a gun. [R. 455] When he saw Scott he was 
moving towards the rear of the lodge. [R. 455] He was within 
five feet of Scott at the time. [R. 456] Scott then backed out 
shooting as he went. [R. 459] When he saw Scott's gun for the 
first time he was firing. With this, Sylvester Jones went 
immediately down to the floor. [R. 460] He did not hear any 
gunshots until Scott's. [R. 460] Scott was still firing as he 
left the lodge. [R. 4 61] He does not know if any shots were 
fired from the rear of the building. [R. 464] He testified 
that the New Year's Eve party had been peaceful without any 
fights or arguments until the shooting. He testified that the 
shooting happened so fast that there was not an opportunity 
to do anything about it even though he was just a few feet from 
Scott. [R. 466] He testified that if he had been hired as 
security guard that night there would have been nothing he 
could have done to prevent the shooting. [R. 472-473] He 
testified that had he been a security guard he would have had 
a nightstick but that he could not have used it since a 
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Sylvester Jones (continued) 
nightstick is nothing against a gun. [R. 474] He testified that 
he was employed as a security guard at the Walker Bank. [R. 4 65] 
On January 1, 1974, he was a security guard at the International 
Airport. [R. 4 65] He had been a security guard at the airport 
for over one (1) year prior to the shooting. [R. 469] His train-
ing as a security guard had been with the Sheriff's Department 
and with Webb's Security. [R. 471] He stated he did not count 
the number of people in the lodge. [R. 466] He earlier estimated 
there were about three hundred (300) people. [R. 450] 
Appellant's Abstract fails to mention that Jones testified 
that the New Year's Eve party was peaceful, without any problems, 
until the shooting itself between Scott and Gray. [R. 4 66] 
Appellant's Abstract states that Jones admitted he would 
have had a nightstick had he been a security guard that night 
but the Abstact failed to include the testimony of Jones that 
he would not have used it at anytime [R. 474], and, furthermore, 
he would have had no opportunity since it all happened so fast. 
[R. 466] 
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NATHANIEL C. JOHNSON 
[R, 533-559; 902-922] 
Nathaniel Johnson was the Chairman of the New Year's Eve 
party. [R. 904] He is the Supervisor of the Chemical Laborabory 
at Stauffer Chemical, He is a Colonel in the U.S. Army Reserve. 
He's on the Advisory Board of St. Benedict's Hospital. [R. 902-
903] He was also Chairman of the New Year's Eve Ball the 
previous year. [R. 904] He testified that the New Year's Ball 
was open only to members of the lodge. [R. 905] Members of the 
lodge were allowed to bring the guests and that was as close 
as they got to being "public." [R. 905] He personally was in 
charge of reservations. [R. 905] He was at the door most of 
the evening to check in those with reservations. [R. 906] Those 
people who did not have reservations were turned away. [R. 906] 
Three (3) other persons were posted at the front door. [R. 907] 
Most of the people with reservations had arrived by 11:30 and 
after that time there was no more space. [R. 907] At about 12:00 
o'clock midnight he picked up the money and locked it up from 
the front door. [R. 910] From that time forward two (2) members 
of the lodge remained at the front door inasmuch as they still 
had to tell people they could not enter because there was no 
space. [R. 910] Johnson testified that about two (2) minutes 
before the shooting, he announced the last number, announced 
that someone had lost his keys, and then he went to his car to 
obtain a flashlight to help the person find his keys. [R. 910] 
While he was there, he heard the shooting and saw people coming 
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Nathaniel C. Johnson (continued) 
out of the lodge. He called the police. [R. 911] He had already 
announced the last number to be played by the band. [R. 911] 
They had had no problems with fights on New Year's Eve before 
the shooting. [R. 912] The event was basically over and people 
were coming and going when the shooting occurred. [R. 912] 
People had been leaving after the last number was announced. 
[R. 913] At that time he did not feel it necessary to secure 
the door. [R. 913]. However, two people remained at the door 
and the door was still manned after the last number cinnounced, 
although he didnft feel it necessary to check the door closely 
at that time. [R. 916] Johnson had known Sonny Scott before 
the shooting. [R. 534] He stated that most members of the 
lodge knew Scott on a casual basis inasmuch as his wife had 
been a queen one year but he could not say if most members 
would recognize him. [R. 535] He stated "casual" to mean that 
a person would recognize him if he heard his name. [R. 5 35] 
He testified that Scott was not authorized as a guest nor was 
he invited by a member according to the register. [R. 535-a 
unnumbered page] He stated that there were about approximately 
two hundred and five (205) people present in the lodge. [R. 536] 
He stated that Scott was not admitted nor authorized to be in 
the lodge. [R. 538] He testified the party was over and the 
last dance announced when Scott made his way into the lodge. 
[R. 538] He testified that non-members were not allowed to make 
any reservations. [R. 538] He further testified that members 
of the public were not allowed. [R. 539] He was unaware of the 
Saturday night argument between Scott and Gray. He learned about 
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Nathaniel C. Johnson (continued) 
it at a later time. [R. 54 0] As Chairman of the New Year's Eve 
Ball he followed the same procedures he had the previous year. 
He had a committee of eleven (11) people. [R. 541] He did not 
feel that there was a security problem.[R. 54 3] He stated that 
the Antler Guard was not a security guard for protection but was 
rather an escort and ceremonial office. [R. 547] The Antler 
Guard escorts dignitaries into the meetings. [R.547] He testi-
fied that Exie Gray was the active manager of the lodge but 
was not the overseer of the New Year's Eve event. [R. 548] He 
testified that a close check was made of reservations on New 
Year's Eve. [R. 549] The check was made on the name of the 
reservation and not the individuals included in the party. 
[R. 54 9] He stated that he knew of no prior shootings at any-
time in the lodge. [R. 558] He stated that counting the officers 
present, there were approximately two hundred ten (210) to two 
hundred and fifteen (215) people present. 
Appellant's Abstract includes testimony that was stricken 
by the trial judge. Nathaniel Johnson was allowed to testify 
what he would have done had he known about the fight between 
Scott and Gray on the premises during the previous Saturday night. 
The Respondent objected and the Court affirmed the objection, 
struck the evidence and informed the jury to disregard it. 
[R. 921] 
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GALVESTON SONNY SCOTT 
[R. 559-608] 
Mr. Scott's testimony is identical to his testimony given 
at his criminal trial. He refused to testify during the civil 
trial. Therefore, all counsel stipulated, and Scott agreed, 
that his prior testimony would be read in open court with 
Attorney James Mcintosh reading the questions and Mr. Scott 
reading back his answers. 
Scott testified that he had known Gray for a couple of 
months before the shooting. [R. 559] Scott and Gray had dis-
cussed one Hortensia Williams [Jennings] wherein Scott inquired 
if Hortensia Willaims [Jennings] was his lady for the street. 
[R. 560] Scott replied that she wouldn't be until she turned 
eighteen (18) years of age but that she had given him rings for 
when she did turn eighteen (18). [R. 560] Gray replied, "Cool" 
[R. 561] and left. Scott's brother-in-law told Scott that 
Blood and Gray were outside with guns. [R. 5 61] When Gray and 
Blood left, Scott thought everything was okay. [R. 5 61] He next 
saw Gray at the Elk's Lodge on Saturday night. [R. 561] Hortensia 
was there at the time and told Scott she was afraid of Gray and 
Blood. They had just come in. [R. 562] Hortensia and two 
girls with Gray started fighting. [R. 562] Gray then hit 
Hortensia Williams [Jennings] and Scott shoved him. [R. 563] 
There was a little personal scuffling and not more than two (2) 
or three (3) punches thrown. [R. 563] Then Gray left. [R. 563] 
Several minutes later Scott's sister told him that Gray had gone 
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Galveston Sonny Scott (con:,.:ued) 
to get a gun and was going to return. [R. 56 3] Twenty (2 0) 
minutes later Scott asked his friend to give him a gun. [R. 563] 
Then Scott left the lodge and when he was out in front of the 
lodge on the street he saw Gray and Blood trying to enter the 
Elk's front door. [R. 564] However, the door was locked. [R. 564] 
Then Blood and Gray fired at him. Scott shot two times and 
then left. [R. 564] He did not see Blood or Gray anymore that 
same night. [R. 564] He next saw Gray and Blood on New Year's 
Eve at about 8:00 o'clock p.m. on West Second South. [R. 565] 
Scott shot at them three (3) times and yelled that they were 
going to settle the matter that night. [R. 566] Gray and Blood 
shot back at him on West Second South. [R. 585] Then, Scott 
went to get more ammunition and went back to Gray's house. [R. 
566] Scott and Gray fired at each other there. [R. 566] Then, 
Scott went to the Travelodge Thirteenth Floor for the New Year's 
Eve celebration. [R. 568] He stayed there until the celebration 
was over and then went to the Elk's Lodge. [R. 568] When he 
pulled up in front of the Elk's Lodge his sister told him that 
Gray was inside. [R. 569] He took a gun out of the glove compart-
ment and put it is his belt and went into the Elk's Lodge. 
[R. 569, 595] He did not stop at the desk but just walked right 
in. [R. 596] When he got inside, a friend grabbed him but when 
the friend saw the gun in his coat, let him go. [R.569] He 
worked his way towards the rear and saw Gray. [R. 569] And then, 
he heard gunshot and saw fire coming from Gray's direction and 
saw flashes coming out of Gray's hand. [R. 569] There was a 
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Galveston Sonny Scott (continued) 
table turned over and Scott threw a chair and shot in Gray's 
direction. [R. 570-571] He felt that he shot Gray and he 
then backed out, [R. 571] Scott felt like he needed to settle 
the argument with Gray and this was going to be the place* [R. 
5 72] Scott testified that Hortensia Williams [Jennings] had 
given him rings and he later found that these rings belonged 
to Gray. [R. 575] He had then sold the rings. [R. 576] Scott 
testified that on the previous Saturday night at the Elk's 
Lodge he had not seen Gray with a gun in the lodge. He further 
testified that after a friend gave him a gun he had left the 
lodge immediately within two (2) minutes. [R. 58 0] He left 
with a friend, Middleton, by the back door, and walked around 
the front of the lodge when he saw Gray and Blood. [R. 581] 
The shooting between Scott and Gray and Blood on the street 
or in the alley was the first between them. [R. 582] Scott 
testified that on New Year's Eve he did not have his own gun out 
before he heard shots coming from the* rear. His gun was still 
in his coat. [R. 603] 
Appellant's Abstract failed to mention that Scott testi-
fied that he walked into the Elk's Lodge, without stopping or 
checking at the front desk. Appellant's Abstract fuirther failed 
to mention that Scott concealed his gun in his belt in his coat 
and did not have it out when he entered the Elk's Lodge and did 
not have it out until after he heard shooting from the rear. 
[R. 595, 603] Also, Appellant's Abstract fails to mention that 
? A 
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Galveston Sonny Scott (continued) 
Gray, himself, shot at Scott on Saturday night, and again on 
New Year's Eve on two different occasions. [R. 564-566] 
Appellant's Abstract leads one to believe that Scott, on 
Saturday night, obtained a gun from a friend and then walked 
to the front of the building where he saw Bl ood and Gray come 
up to the front door. The fact of the matter is, Scott did ob-
tain a gun from a friend but immediately left within two (2) 
minutes by the back door and walked around the building to the 
front where he saw Blood and Gray. This was twenty (20) minutes 
after Gray had originally left the lodge. [R. 563, 564, 580] 
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WILLIAM GATELY 
[R. 611-639] 
William Gately was called as an expert witness by the 
plaintiff. This testimony was given in a profer of proof. 
The Court refused to permit the testimony into evidence. 
Gately testified he was thirty-four (34) years of age 
and Division Manager of Wallace Detective and Security Agency. 
He had worked for Wallace since 1965. [R. 612] He was 
responsible for twelve (12) states of six hundred (600) people. 
He was involved in commercial and industrial security with 
uniformed security guards. [R. 612] He moved to Salt Lake 
City in October of 1974 after the incident in question. [R. 630] 
He was not licensed in Utah until April of 1975 at which time 
he was licensed as a private detective. [R. 631] He testified 
that he had never done any work in any private club in Salt Lake 
City. [R. 614] He stated there were private clubs which 
availed themselves of services of his nature but that he could 
not give the names of any. [R. 614] He could not state the 
name of any private club in Salt Lake City presently engaging 
security guards. [R. 614] He stated that his main Salt Lake 
account is the First Security Bank and he provides security 
people which he obtains mostly from Hill Air Force Base. [R. 
615-616] He stated the costs charged per hour for each security 
guard. [R. 616] He stated the he was aware of equipment avail-
able in Salt Lake City such as alarms, lights, mace, handcuffs and 
nightsticks. [R. 616] He testified he had done three (3) security 
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William Gately (continued) 
surveys in three clubs in Portland, Oregon. [R. 619] He had 
also been the manager of a private club in Oregon and had dealt 
with security. [R. 62 0] He testified he made a security survey 
of the Elk's Lodge in Salt Lake City on October 10, 1975. [R. 
620] He had at his disposal a copy of the criminal trial transcript 
of Sonny Scott's criminal trial, a copy of the Interrogatories 
in the case in question, and an annual report of the Salt Lake 
City Police Department. He based his opinions upon these reports 
and his experience in security work in Portland, Oregon. [R. 622] 
He testified that his only experience with clubs had been in 
Portland, Oregon and that his experience had been with those 
clubs which had reputations for problems and situations getting 
out of hand and where the patrons were between the ages of 
twenty-one (21) and forty (40). [R. 623] He testified that the 
same basic facts existed, in his opinion, in the Elk's Lodge 
which enabled him to give an opinion. [R. 62 3] He stated that 
in his opinion five (5) uniformed security guards, with two 
guards at the main entrance with nightsticks, mace and handcuffs, 
and with security guards at all other doors would have been 
reasonable. [R. 623] He stated the total cost to be $83.70. 
[R. 627] On cross-examination Gately admitted that he moved to 
Salt Lake for the first time in October, 1974, long after the 
incident in question [R. 630]f that he was not licenced as a 
private detective until April of 1975 [R. 631], that he does not 
know any members of the Beehive Elk's Lodge, [R. 631], that he 
was not at the Elk's Lodge on New Year's Eve [R. 631], that he 
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William Gately (continued) 
was not aware that the Beehive Lodge of Elks had not had any 
fights, arguments, knifing or shootings at any special functions 
until the night in question, [R. 631] and that he was under 
the impression that the opposite had been true. [R. 631] He 
further testified under cross-examination that his only experi-
ence on New Year's Eve had been in Portland, Oregon or Los 
Angeles, California, and he further admitted that he was not 
familiar with the private clubs in Salt Lake City. [R. 631] 
Subject to Respondents objecting, with the objection being noted, 
Gately was allowed to speculate at what could have been done had 
his guards been on duty. [R. 632] He testified his guards could 
have stopped Scott when they saw him getting out of the automobile 
with the gun in front of the lodge. [R. 632] He further testified 
that a uniform is a deterrent to anyone. [R. 6 33] He testified 
that his guards could have disarmed Scott by "self-defense anti-
combat type of thing." [R. 633] He testified that his guards 
could have used mace ten (10) feet away and that people present 
would rather be maced than shot. [R. 634] He testified that his 
security guards act on instinct to stop this type of thing. 
[R. 634] On cross-examination, Gately admitted that even if his 
security guards had been present there was no way to say whether 
or not the shooting would have occurred. [R. 635] He admitted 
that the presence of the Secret Service, F.B.I, and Los Angeles 
Police Department did not prevent the shooting of Robert Kennedy 
in Los Angeles, California. [R. 635] He admitted that the 
presence of Secret Service, F.B.I., and Sacramento Police 
-38-
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William Gately (continued) 
Department did not prevent an individual shooting at President 
Ford in Sacramento, California. [R. 635] Gately admitted that 
it is all speculation as to whether or not shooting would have 
occurred even if his guards had been present. [R. 635] He 
further testified, on redirect, that with reasonable security 
measures the shooting would not have happened. [R. 636] The 
security measures he described were five (5) armed security 
guards, armed with mace, nightsticks, lights, and handcuffs. 
The Court refused the profer of proof holding that the 
type security described was something beyond that of reasonable 
and ordinary care under the facts of the case, and that no 
foundation as to his knowledge of private clubs in this community 
had been established. [R. 6 38] The Court indicated that it would 
instruct the jury that the lodge owed a duty of reasonable and 
ordinary care. He further stated the opinion of this expert 
called for a conclusion on the very issue that should go to the 
jury. The Court held the lodge did not have the duty to provide 
the type of security that Gately described. [R. 638] 
Appellant's Abstract failed to include Gatelyfs testimony 
that he had never done any work in private clubs in Salt Lake 
City [R. 614], and that he was not familiar with the private 
clubs in Salt Lake City. [R. 631] 
Appellantfs Abstract further failed to include Gatelyfs 
testimony that while he testified that private clubs in this 
area were availing themselves of security service, he admitted 
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William Gately (continued) 
he was unable to name any that had [R. 614], and did not know 
the names of any private clubs presently engaging security 
guards• [R. 614] 
Appellant's Abstract further included the testimony that 
Gately was not familiar nor did he know any member of the Elk's 
Club in question. [R. 631] 
Appellant's Abstract failed to include the testimony of 
Gately that his only experience with private clubs had been in 
Portland, Oregon where he dealt with clubs which had reputations 
for trouble getting out of hand and whose membership was between 
the ages of twenty-one (21) and forty (40). [R. 623] 
Appellant's Abstract further failed to mention the fact 
that Gately testified that he was not aware that the Elk's Lodge 
had not had any fights, knifings or shootings at any of its 
special functions throughout the year until the night in question. 
He though otherwise. [R. 631] 
Appellant's Abstract further failed to mention that Gately 
was a stranger in Salt Lake City and had never lived here and, 
in fact, moved here for the first time in October of 1974, nine 
(9) months after the New Year's Eve in question. [R. 612, 630] 
Appellant's Abstract failed to mention Gately's testimony 
that it was pure speculation as to whether or not his guards 
would have prevented the shobting. [R. 6 35] 
Appellant's Abstract is expressly misleading in several 
instances. Appellant claims Gately testified he had done 
security surveys for approximately forty (4 0) clubs similar 
-40-
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William Gately (continued) 
to the Beehive Lodge of Elks. This is not true. Gately testi-
fied that the type of clubs that he considered similar to the 
Beehive Lodge of Elks Club were those clubs that had live music, 
with the clientele ranging from twenty-one (21) to forty (4 0) 
and which had reputations "of problems arising, situations 
getting out of hand." [R. 623] Under the facts of the case, 
those clubs are not similar to the Beehive Lodge of Elks in 
Salt Lake City. Furthermore, Appellant cites only that testi-
mony wherein Gately stated there were private clubs in Salt 
Lake City availing themselves of his type of services but 
failed to complete his testimony which followed wherein he 
stated that he could not name any clubs which have availed 
themselves of his services and could not state the names of 
any private clubs at the present time having security guards. 
[R. 614] Appellant1s Abstract states that Gately based his 
security experience upon his experience in Portland, Los Angeles 
and other cities and that he had experience with private clubs 
similar to the Beehive Lodge of Elks. (Appellant Abstract page 
33 citing R.631.) This is not accurate. Gately testified only 
that his experience on New Yearfs Eve had been based in Portland, 
Los Angeles and other cities where he had lived and that he was 
not familiar with the private clubs in Salt Lake City. [R. 631] 
He did not testify that he had experience with private clubs 
similar to the Beehive Lodge of Elks. [R. 6 31] 
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OFFICER DAVID W. OLSEN 
[R. 724-731] 
Officer Olsen was one of the investigating officers at 
the shooting incident in question. [R. 724] He testified that 
he searched Gray's pockets and found thirteen (13) live re-
loaded rounds of .38 ammunition and two (2) spent cases for 
a .38 caliber ammunition. [R. 725] He also found a membership 
card to the Beehive Lodge. [R. 72 6] He did not recall the name 
that appeared upon the card or if there was a name upon the 
card. [R. 727] He described reloaded ammunition as being that 
which a private party reloads instead of new shells from the 
manufacturer. [R. 730] 
The Appellant's Abstract failed to mention that this 
police officer found live ammunition as well as spent shells 
in the pockets of David Allen Gray. [R. 725] Appellant further 
failed to include the testimony of this officer that he could 
not remember the name, if there was a name, that appeared upon 
the membership card found in Gray's pocket. It should be noted 
that the Court instructed this officer to retrieve this card 
from the police evidence room. However, the officer never 
returned and reported to Court. Instead, Appellant's counsel 
informed the Court that the officer told him he was unable to 
locate the card. [R. 944) 
-47-
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WILLIAM MIDDLETON 
[R. 731-770] 
William Middleton is a student at Weber College. [R. 735] 
He was at the Elk's Lodge on the Saturday night prior to the 
incident. [R. 731] He witnessed the fight between Gray and 
Scott. Gray hit Hortensia Williams [Jennings] at which time 
Scott stepped in. [R. 7 32] The people in the lodge stopped the 
fight. [R. 732] The Saturday night fight lasted ten (10) to 
fifteen (15) seconds before it was broken up. [R. 737] Gray 
and Blood left by the front door. [R. 733] Middleton saw no 
guns whatsoever in the lodge on Saturday night. [R. 769] The 
only exception was as he and Scott were walking out the back door 
and he saw Scott with a gun. [R. 768-76 9] At the time, 
Scott was on his right-hand side. They were just leaving by 
the back door. [R. 746, 769] There was no gun play or showing 
of guns at anytime inside the lodge on Saturday night. [R. 768] 
After Middleton and Scott left the lodge, he testified he drove 
around to the front in his car and heard rifle fire. He saw 
Gray shooting at Scott. [R. 733] He testified he saw plenty of 
people with guns. [R. 744] He then said he saw three or four 
people with guns. [R. 744] He did not know these people. [R. 
744] Middleton was with Scott New Year's Eve when Scott and 
Gray fired at each other in front of Gray's house. [R. 734-735] 
He testified he saw Gray firing at them from nearby bushes. 
[R. 735, 761] He testified that he and Scott at a later time 
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William Middleton (continued) 
drove up in front of the Elk's Lodge, Scott took a gun from 
the glove compartment. [R. 766] Middleton, intending to park 
their car across the street from the Elk's Lodge, turned left 
across the street into a driveway and had just started to back 
out of the driveway to park the car when he heard the shoot-
ing [R. 766] He left the car and ran. [R. 767] He had been 
told by Scott to park the car across the street and was in 
the process of parking it when he heard the gunshots. [R. 768] 
Appellant's Abstract failed to include Middletonfs testimony 
to the effect that at no time, on Saturday night, did he see 
any guns in the lodge itself [R. 768-769] , nor did Middleton 
hear of any talk about guns or anyone going to get guns on 
Saturday night [R. 733], nor that the only time Middleton saw 
a gun was as he and Scott were going out the back door. [R. 74 6, 
768-679]. 
Appellant's Abstract in citing Middleton's testimony to 
the effect that on Saturday night there were plenty of people 
with guns out on the street, failed to include Middletonfs 
testimony to the effect that he had seen three (3) or four (4) 
people with guns. [R. 744] 
Appellant's Abstract failed to include Middletonfs testi-
mony to the effect that he personally saw Gray shooting at Scott 
near the Elk's Lodge on Saturday night and again on New Year's 
Eve by Gray's house. [R. 733-735] 
Appellant's Abstract failed to include Middleton's testi-
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William Middleton (continued) 
the lodge earlier in the evening on Saturday lasted only ten (10) 
to fifteen (15) seconds and was broken up. [R. 732, 737] 
Appellant's Abstract states that Middleton stated that the 
people he saw with guns on the street after the Saturday night 
dance are people who had been in the Elkfs Lodge a few minutes 
earlier. However, Middletonfs testimony is not conclusive on 
this point. He was cut off by Appellant!s counsel just as he 
was stating, "To pinpoint exactly who I saw, you know — " 
[R. 769] 
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HORTENSIA WILLIAMS JENNINGS 
[R. 778-790] 
Hortensia Williams Jennings testified that she knew both 
Sonny Scott and David Gray. [R. 779] She testified that Gray 
claimed that she had broken into his home and stolen some rings 
and a coat. [R. 779-780] Gray told her he was going "kick her 
ass" and put her in the hospital. [R. 780] She told Scott of 
the threat of Gray. [R. 781] She was at the Elk's Lodge on 
Saturday night with a friend, Joyce Galloway. [R. 7 81] While 
there, she got into an argument with two girls that were with 
Gray and Gray hit her in the head. [R. 782] Scott joined in 
the fight. The fight was then broken up. [R. 7 83] She was not 
at the Elk's Lodge on New Yearfs Eve. She testified that she had 
not asked Scott if she could work the street for him. [R. 785] 
On Saturday night, two days before New Year's, she did not see 
any guns in the lodge. [R. 786] However, when she was in the 
bathroom she heard gunshots. [R. 786-787] She first testified 
that the shots came within two (2) minutes after the fight [R. 
786], but then corrected herself and testified that she could 
not really say how long it was after the fight that she heard 
the shots. [R. 787] She further testified she does not know who 
was doing the shooting. [R. 787] She testified that Gray wanted 
her to work the streets for him as his prostitute and he offered 
her the rings if she would. [R. 788-789] She testified that as 
for the shots she heard while she was in the rest room, she 
does not know where they came from. [R. 789] These were shots 
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Hortensia Williams Jennings (continued) 
she heard while in the rest room. [R. 789-790] 
Appellant's Abstract failed to mention that this girl had 
not seen any guns whatsoever at the Elk's Lodge on Saturday night. 
[R. 786] Appellant's Abstract stated that she heard shots "No 
more than two (2) minutes" after the fight had broken up inside, 
however, he failed to mention that she later corrected this to 
state she did not really know how long after the fight the shots 
occurred. [R. 787] Also, Appellant failed to mention her testi-
money that she did not know who was doing the shooting or where 
the shots were coming from. [R. 787, 789] 
Appellant's Abstract quotes this witness as stating that 
Gray had made a good impression on her and that he had always 
been friendly and they had a quiet relationship (page 39 of 
Appellant's Abstract). However, Appellant failed to mention 
this witness's testimony to the effect that Gray had threatened 
to put her in the hospital and to "kick her ass" [R. 780], or 
that Gray had struck her in the head [R. 782] , or that Gray 
had given her the rings in payment for her becoming his prosti-
tute and working the streets as a prostitute for him. [R. 788-789] 
Appellant's Abstract also failed to mention that the shots she 
heard were heard while she was in the rest room. [R. 78 9-7 90] It 
should be noted that the rest room is located in that part of 
the building next to the alley where the shooting occurred 
(Exhibit D-l, diagram). 
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HENRY NEWTON, JR. 
[R. 821-830] 
Newton testified that he was at the New Year's Eve cele-
bration at the Elk's Lodge. [R. 821] He saw Gray in the rest 
room with a gun. [R. 821] He further testified that he had 
seen Gray on West Second South with a gun. [R. 821] He never 
told anyone at the lodge about Gray's gun. [R. 824] He left 
the lodge before the shooting occurred. [R. 824] He testified 
that it was unusual to see anyone in the Elk's lodge with a 
gun. [R. 824] He testified that he had not come forth to testi-
fy at the previous criminal trial of Mr. Scott. [R. 822] He 
testified he had not seen anyone else with a gun at the Elk's 
Club that evening. [R. 825] He stated he had known Scott for 
twenty (2 0) years and considered him a friend. [R. 826] 
Newton admitted he had been convicted of a felony in 1972. 
[R. 827] The felony for which he was charged was automobile 
homicide for the death of his wife. [R. 827] 
Appellant's Abstract failed to include the testimony of 
Newton to the effect that it was unusual to see anyone in the 
Elk's Lodge with a gun. [R. 824] 
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BETH GALLOWAY 
[R. 790-821] 
Miss Galloway testified that she was at the Beehive Lodge 
of Elks during the New Year's Eve celebration and saw the 
shooting incident. [R. 790-791] She saw Sonny Scott for the 
first time as he was coming through the front door. [R. 791] 
She was not aware of any problems that existed between Gray and 
Scott. [R. 791] She then saw Gray with a gun firing at Scott. 
[R. 792] She stated that Gray fired first, then Scott fell 
over a table and returned the fire. [R. 792] After the shoot-
ing was over she saw Scott's friend, Blood, remove a gun from 
his body. She testified that she did not testify at the earlier 
criminal trial of Sonny Scott because she did not know there was 
a trial. [R. 794] She didn't contact the police since they did 
not ask her for any information. [R. 794] She did volunteer 
information, however. [R. 794] She lived in Ogden at the time. 
[R. 794] She had discussed this with her family, including her 
mother [R. 809-810], and two friends. [R. 809] She testified 
she did not hear the band leader when he announced for the two 
girls to take their fight, which occurred ten (10) minutes be-
fore the shooting, outside. [R. 818-819] 
The Appellant's Abstract failed to include that testimony 
of Miss Galloway wherein she stated that Gray shot at Scott first 
[R. 792], that Blood removed a gun from Gray's body after the 
shooting. [R. 793] Also, Appellant's Abstract places the events 
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Beth Galloway (continued) 
in the wrong sequence, if it matters. Appellant stated Galloway 
testified Scott came in the front door, fell over a table, and 
then was shot at by Gray and Blood. Actually, her testimony 
was that Gray first shot at Scott, then he fell over a table, 
and returned fire at Gray. [R. 792] 
r n _ 
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LEE WHITEHORN 
[R. 830-844] 
Lee Whitehorn was called as a witness by Galveston Sonny 
Scott. He was at the Elkfs Lodge on New Year's Eve. [R. 830] 
He saw Gray with a gun when people started moving back. [R. 831] 
Gray fired the first shot at Scott and Scott returned the fire. 
[R. 831] He saw Scott for the first time when Scott was towards 
the rear of the dance floor and moving towards the rear of the 
lodge where Gray was. [R. 835] He did not hear the band leader 
five (5) or ten (10) minutes earlier discussing the quarrel 
between the two girls. [R. 837] At the time of the shooting, 
he stated the lights were dim. [R. 837] He does not know how 
many pieople were in the lodge. [R. 838] However, it was kind 
of crowded.[R. 838] When Gray shot the gun the area cleared 
fast. Gray was waving his gun. [R. 839] He saw Blood kneel 
down over Gray's body for a minute after the shooting and then 
disappear. [R. 842] Whitehorn testified he never saw Coleman, 
did not know Anderson Pearson or Sylvester Jones, but did know 
Dooley and Exie Gray. [R. 843] He testified that he did not 
see any of the management while the shooting was going on. 
[R. 844] He did not testify at the previous criminal trial. 
[R. 833] He never gave his name to the police or the management 
of the Elk's Lodge. [R. 834] 
Appellant's Abstract failed to mention Whitehorn's testi-
mony that Gray fired the first shot, that he saw Scott for the 
. C l L 
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Lee Whitehorn (continued) 
first time when he was moving towards the rear of the building 
[R. 835], or that he saw Blood kneel down over Gray's body for 
a minute before he disappeared. [R. 84 2] Furthermore, Appel-
lant's Abstract states that he did not see Anderson Pearson, 
Dooley, Exie Gray or any of the management "on the premises" 
at the time of the shooting. However, what Whitehorn really 
testified was that he did not know Anderson Pearson, nor 
Sylvester Jones, but did know Mr. Dooley and Mr. Exie Gray. 
[R. 84 3-844] And, he testified that he didn't see any of the 
management when the shooting was going on. [R. 844] 
_c?_ 
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MARY RUCKER 
[R. 844-851] 
Mary Rucker and her husband are active members of the 
Elk's Lodge. [R. 845] She is a member of the auxiliary organiza-
tion called the Daughter of Elks. [R. 846] She has been to most 
of the Elks1 functions before and testified there had never been 
any shootings. [R. 84 6] She felt as secure at the Elk's Lodge 
as she did in her own living room at home. [R. 84 6] She testified 
that the brothers of the lodge were very good in controlling any 
problems before they got out of hand. [R. 846] She did not know 
Scottf Coleman or Gray although she had been introduced to Gray 
thirty (30) minutes before the shooting. [R. 847] She has lived 
in Salt Lake City for thirty-one (31) years. She was helping 
prepare the food in the kitchen. The first indication she had 
of any problems was the shooting itself. [R. 848] When she heard 
the shooting she got under the kitchen table. [R. 84 8] She 
testified that the back door was never locked but could always 
be opened by merely pushing on the bar. [R. 84 8] She had used 
the door many times that night. [R. 84 8] She had no knowledge 
about the shooting three months before but had heard something 
about it. [R. 849] She testified that she had seen an occasional 
fight that was about to start when the lodge leaders would put 
those persons outside. [R. 84 9] She felt secure because of the 
members of the lodge. [R. 850] She testified that Anderson 
Pearson took care of the lodge and kept up the plumbing. In case 
of problems they had James Dooley, William Stewart, Floyd Atkins, 
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Mary Rucker (continued) 
and Robert Handy. [R. 850] On New Year's Eve she never saw any 
guns. [R. 850] She testified she had never seen anyone with 
guns on the premises. [R. 850] She had heard only on one occa-
sion that someone had been on the premises with a gun. [R. 850] 
She did not see who did the shooting on New Year's Eve. [R. 851] 
The Appellant's Abstract failed to mention Mrs. Rucker's 
testimony that she had never seen guns before on the Elk's 
premises [R. 850], nor had she ever seen any guns on New Year's 
Eve [R. 850], nor had she ever seen any shooting at the Elk's 
lodge [R. 846], and that she felt as secure at the Elk's lodge 
as she did in her own living room. [R. 84 6] Nor did the Appel-
lant's Abstract mention Mrs. Rucker's testimony that the first 
indication of any problem was when she heard shooting. [R. 848] 
Also, Appellant's Abstract claims Mrs. Rucker knew about 
the fight that had taken place "during the Saturday evening 
dance less than forty-eight (4 8) hours before the New Year's 
Eve celebration." However, Mrs. Rucker's actual testimony was 
only to the effect that she had heard that there had been a 
fight on Saturday evening. [R. 84 9] She did not testify that 
it occurred during the Saturday evening dance. [R. 84 0] 
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NATHAN WRIGHT 
[R. 889-893] 
Nathan Wright testified that he was a Supervisor at Sperry-
Univac. [R. 88 9] He had been a member of the Elkfs Lodge since 
1962 and was the Secretary for the prior six (6) years. [R. 889-
890] He was not in attendance on New Yearfs Eve. [R. 889-890] 
He had been to most parties and functions of the Elk's Lodge but 
had never experienced a shooting before. [R. 8 91] He testified 
that the only fights he had ever witnessed were minor fights 
that were settled right there and then. [R. 891] He testified 
that he did not know about the shooting at the card game three 
months before and did not know about the Saturday evening fight. 
[R. 892] He testified that the Antler Guard is a honorary escort 
position and has no duty to take on fights. [R. 8 92] 
Appellant's Abstract states that Wright admitted he heard 
about the shooting at the gambling game a few months earlier. 
However, this is not true. Wright expressly testified that he 
did not know about the previous shooting. [R. 8 91-8 92] 
Appellant's Abstract failed to include Wright's testimony 
that there had never been any shooting at the Elk's Lodge [R. 889-
890], nor had he ever experienced any fights except minor ones 
that were settled right there and then. [R. 8 91] 
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FLOYD ATKINS 
[R. 922-927] 
Floyd Atkins testified he was retired from the Southern 
Pacific. [R. 922] He had been a member of the Elk's Lodge for 
thirteen (13) years. [R. 923] He was present New Year's Eve 
and was stationed at the front door. [R. 923] He stayed the 
entire time at the front door from 10:00 o'clock until after 
the shooting had occurred. [R. 92 3] He testified that Nathaniel 
Johnson was in charge of reservations and his job was merely to 
take donations and then Johnson would take over. [R. 924] After 
the house was full he refused anymore admissions. [R. 924] 
After the party was over, he saw Scott enter the lodge. [R. 924] 
Scott did not stop at the front desk but went right in and then 
people started running out. [R. 924] He testified that hands 
were stamped which allowed people to go in and out during the 
evening. [R. 925] He did not know Gray. [R. 926] He recognized 
Scott as he walked through the front door and knew that he had 
not been in the lodge before that night. [R. 926] Scott just 
walked in and he was unable to stop Scott inasmuch as he was 
crippled with arthritis. [R. 92 6] There was another man on 
the door with him who had just gone upstairs to go to the bath-
room. [R. 926] He did not see Scott with a gun or anyone else 
with a gun. [R. 927]: He did not hear the band leader ten (10) 
minutes before announce for the two girls to stop their fighting. 
[R. 9272 He testified that he had seen Scott before and had never 
known him to cause any trouble. [R. 927] He testified that he 
C £ 
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Floyd Atkins (continued) 
would not have had any real reason not to allow Scott to enter 
since the party was over anyway. [R. 927] 
Appellant's Abstact failed to mention Atkins1 testimony 
that Mr. Johnson was in charge of reservations and that he 
would take over all people after Atkins had collected the money 
[R. 924], and that he had seen Scott before and Scott had never 
caused any trouble. [R. 927] 
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GEORGE HARRIS 
[R. 928-932] 
Harris testified he was retired from the railroad and had 
been a member of the lodge for eighteen (18) years. [R. 928] 
He was at the lodge on New Year's Eve and had duties on the 
front door with Atkins. [R. 928] He stated that he remained 
on the door until the dance was over. [R. 929] He stated 
that the dance was over at 11:30 p.m. [R. 929] He went on to 
testify that he was not sure about times. [R. 932] He testi-
fied that he remained steadily on the door until the dance was 
over at which time he went upstairs to the rest room. [R. 931] 
As he returned from the rest room he suddenly saw people rushing 
out the front door of the Elk's. [R. 932] He then learned that 
there had been a shooting. [R. 932] He stated that while he 
was on the door Nathaniel Johnson was the man in charge. [R. 930] 
Johnson was the one with the decision of who was allowed to go 
in. [R. 930] He helped stamp hands of those who were admitted 
into the lodge. [R. 939] 
Appellant's Abstract states that Harris left the front door 
after about 11:30. However, this statement is taken out of 
context and does not represent the real testimony of George Harris. 
Harris was obviously confused as to time. And he stated speci-
fically that he was "not sure on times." [R. 932] He further 
testified specifically that he stayed on the front door "until 
the dance was over." [R. 929] He further testified that he remained 
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George Harris (continued) 
"steadily on the door" until he went upstairs to the rest room, 
[R. 931] It was when he was coming back down from the rest room 
that he saw the people coming out of the building. [R. 932] 
Appellant's Abstract erroneously states that Harris "went 
upstairs for the rest of the night and didn't even hear the shoot-
ing," This was not the testimony of George Harris. 
r n 
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OFFICER JAMES BURNS 
[R. 934-941] 
Officer Burns testified that he had been a Salt Lake City 
police officer for eight (8) years and was a detective with 
the vice squad. [R. 934] He testified that he was personally 
familiar with the customs and practices of the private clubs 
and lodges in the Salt Lake area as to their security arrangements. 
[R. 935] He testified that he personally had been in every 
private club and lodge in this area and he knew the customs 
as to security from his own experience and observation. [R. 935] 
He testified that he had not checked with any clubs personally 
about any particular individual function. [R. 936] He testified 
that his duties included the contacting of management and being 
familiar with their operations. [R. 936] He testified that he 
would be aware if security people were present at anytime. [R. 
936] He testified that he had never been aware of any private 
club having security guards or a security agency provide 
security at a private club or lodge. [R. 938] He further testi-
fied it was common practice to have a bartender take charge 
and handle situations that might arise. [R. 939] In the event 
of a fight, it was common for the bartender to call the police. 
[R. 939] He testified there were no Salt Lake City or Salt Lake 
County policemen working as security guards in any private 
clubs or lodges. [R. 94 0] He testified that he personally was 
not a security guard [R. 940], but he had special training in 
security. [R.940] 
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Officer James Burns (continued) 
Appellant's Abstract failed to include that testimony of 
Officer Burns wherein he stated that he had been in every private 
club in this area and knew the customs as to security in such 
clubs from his own personal experience and observation. [R. 935] 
Appellantfs Abstract further failed to include Burns' 
testimony that his duties included the contacting of management 
of each private club and being familiar with their operations. 
[R. 936] 
Also, Appellant's Abstract further failed to include Burns' 
testimony that he would be aware of security personnel if they 
had been present. [R. 936] 
.Furthermore, Appellant's Abstract states that Burns testi-
fied that it was common for a bartender to take care of fights 
and brawls. This was not Officer Burns' testimony. Burns 
testified that it was common for a bartender to handle situa-
tions that arise but in the case of a fight "he would call the 
police in a fight situation." [R. 939] 
Appellant's Abstract further states that Burns testified 
that he was not a security expert. This was not Burns' testi-
mony. He testified, in fact, that he was not a "security guard." 
[R. 940] He further testified he he had special training in 
security and that everything he deals with is in security. 
[R. 940-941] 
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ROBERT LEE GRAY 
[R. 639-672, 933-934] 
Mr. Gray's testimony was not abstracted by the Appellant. 
Most of his testimony went to the issue of damages. He had 
no personal knowledge concerning the events leading up to 
the shooting or the shooting itself. 
However, a portion of Mr. Gray's testimony may be material 
in this appeal and for this reason a selected portion of Mr. 
Gray's testimony is included. 
Mr. Gray testified that his son had been in a juvenile 
detention center near Denver prior to coming to Salt Lake City. 
[R. 661] Prior to that he was in another detention center. 
[R. 6 61] He had been committed to the detention center by the 
juvenile authorities in Denver. [R. 662] His son had been 
arrested countless times. [R. 665-666] He testified that his 
son had been harassed by the Denver police ever since grade 
school. [R. 667] He testified that his son had been placed 
in the detention center by a juvenile court judge to protect 
him from a conspiracy by the police. [R. 668-669] He testified 
that the detention centers in question were not "lock-up type." 
[R. 670] 
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CHARLOTTE GRAY 
[R. 672-679, 694-696] 
The testimony of Charlotte Gray was not abstracted by 
the Appellant. Most of the testimony of Mrs. Gray went to 
the question of damages. However, there may be part of her 
testimony that is material to this appeal. Therefore/ a 
selected part of her testimony is included herein. 
Mrs. Gray testified in regards to her son's trouble with 
the Denver Police Department. She testified that it got to 
the point where her son could not even walk the streets without 
being arrested by the police. [R. 676] 
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JESSIE ANDERSON 
[R. 770-773] 
Mrs. Anderson is the mother of Galveston Sonny Scott. 
She was called as a witness by Scott. She testified that her 
son was driving her car on New Year's Eve and when it returned 
it had bullet holes in it. [R. 772-773] 
-AA-
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LINDA GURULE 
[R. 774-778] 
The Appellant did not abstract the testimony of Linda Gu.rule. 
Her testimony is of no real substance for materiality to this 
appear. Therefore, Respondent also refrains from abstracting 
her testimony. 
LETHA JOHNSON 
[R. 851-859] 
Appellant did not abstract the testimony of Letha Johnson. 
However her testimony is material. She was called at trial 
as a defense witness for the Elk's Lodge. 
Mrs. Johnson is the wife of Nathaniel Johnson. She had 
taught for many years in the Ogden City School District and is 
in charge of the Head Start Program in that city. [R. 852] She 
graduated from the University of Southern California in fine 
arts. [R. 853] She is a member of the Elk's Lodge. [R. 853] 
She has been to New Year's Eve parties and other prior functions 
of the lodge throughout the years and has never seen a shooting 
or a knifing or a fight requiring the calling of the police. 
[R. 85 3] She testified that she was on the New Year's Eve 
Committee for the party in question. [R. 854] The New Year's 
Eve Ball was very peaceful before the shooting. [R. 854] She 
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Letha Johnson (continued) 
had been in the kitchen helping with the food. [R. 8 54] The 
back door had been in use during the evening and she had per-
sonally used the back door. [R. 854] She testified that this 
was not a public party. [R. 855] It was the annual New Year's 
party for members and their invited guests. [R. 8 55] She had 
no knowledge about the problem between Scott and Gray the 
previous Saturday night. [R. 856] She had heard about the 
shooting at the card game which had occurred several months 
before. [R. 856] She testified that she had known of no other 
fights over the years of the Elk's Lodge. [R. 857-858] When 
asked about the "one-half dozen fights a year," by Appellant's 
counsel she answered that "depends on what you mean by fights." 
[R. 857-858] She testified that she had known of three or four 
occasions when people started to fight in which case they were 
put outside. [R. 858] She stated that she knew of no one 
present at the lodge whose duty it was to protect people from 
shootings or things like that. [R. 856] I 
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VIOLA GOFF 
[R. 859-864] 
Appellant did not abstract the testimony of Viola Goff. 
Her testimony is material to this appeal. She was called as a 
defense witness by the Beehive Lodge of Elks. 
Mrs. Goff has been employed at the University Club for 
fourteen (14) years. She had been associated with the Elk's 
Lodge for over ten (10) years. [R. 860] She is the leader of 
the Woman's Auxiliary of the Elk's Lodge. [R. 86 0] She has 
been to most of the special functions, parties and celebrations, 
including New Year's Eve, at the Elk's Lodge through the years. 
[R. 860-861] In all the years she has attended these functions, 
she has never witnessed any shooting, knifings or fights. [R. 
860-861] All functions have been peaceful. [R. 861] She testi-
fied she has always felt safe and secure at the lodge. [R. 862] 
She was present at the Elk's Lodge on the New Year's Eve in 
question. [R. 862] When she heard the shots she went down in 
the basement. [R. 862] 
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ROBERT HANDY 
[R. 894-897] 
Robert Handy testified that he was a trustee of the Elk's 
Lodge. He was also retired from Kennecott where he had worked 
for twenty-eight (2 8) years. [R. 8 94] He was not present at 
the Elk's Lodge on New Year's Eve, but, rather, was visiting 
his grandchildren in another state. [R. 894-895] He did not 
know Scott or Gray. [R. 894-895] 
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JAMES COLEMAN 
[R. 897-899] 
James Coleman testified he was a member of the Board of 
Trustees of the Beehive Lodge of Elks. [R. 8 97] He testified 
he was employed by the Federal Government at the Tooele Army 
Depot and for the past twenty-nine (29) years. [R. 897] He 
had been a member of the Elk's Lodge for eight (8) years. He 
did not know Scott or Gray. [R. 897-898] He was not present 
on New Year's Eve at the ball in question. [R. 897-898] He 
testified that he had been to similar lodge parties and cele-
brations before and had never experienced or seen any violence. 
[R. 8 98] He stated that occasionally there were minor arguments 
but that you find similar minor arguments in church. [R. 898] 
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ISAIH HAWKINS 
[R. 899-901] I 
Mr. Hawkins testified that he was the Treasurer of the 
Beehive Lodge of Elks. He also was a rate analysist for the 
Union Pacific Railroad. [R. 8 99] He had been a member of the 
Elk's Lodge since 1962. [R. 899] He was at the New Year's Eve 
Ball. [R. 900] However, he left the ball just before the 
shooting occurred. [R. 900] He testified that he had left to 
go home and that many other people were doing the same thing 
since it was the end of the party. [R. 901] He testified that 
the party was open to members, daughters and their guests. 
[R. 901] He testified that he knew at least ninety (90) per-
cent of the people that were present. [R. 901] He testified 
that this New Year's Eve party was a real nice party and a 
lovely evening. [R. 901] 
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I hereby certify that I mailed two (2) copies of 
the foregoing Respondent's Abstract of Transcript to James 
A. Mcintosh, James A. Mcintosh § Associates, Attorneys for 
Appellant, 525 South 300 East, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111, 
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